
1. Introduction
The past decade has witnessed a number of rare heavy rainfall events in many countries leading to catastrophic 
flooding or landslides, as exemplified by recent events in Zhengzhou, China (Yin et al., 2022), New York, USA 
(The Washington Post,  2021), western Germany (Reuters,  2021), Milan Malpensa Airport, Italy (Wanted in 
Milan, 2021), and Singapore (FloodList, 2021). Zhengzhou was hit by massive flooding on 20 July 2021 due 
to an unprecedented 622.7 mm of rain that fell in 24 hr, which led to 292 known deaths and affected more than 
11 million people, despite having invested over $80 million since 2016 in upgrading urban infrastructure (Li & 
Wang, 2022; Yin et al., 2022). The intensity and frequency of heavy rainfall events are expected to increase under 
a warming climate, as highlighted in recent studies and the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (Qing et al., 2022; Seneviratne et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2018). This raises the question of 
whether the conventional design of urban infrastructure is still adequate in the context of climate change (Mondal 
& Daniel, 2019; Switzman et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2021; You & Wang, 2021; Zhang et al., 2022).

Current infrastructure engineering design relies on precipitation intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves to 
estimate rainfall intensities that the structures will be designed to withstand during their lifetime (Hassanzadeh 
et al., 2014, 2019; Ombadi et al., 2018; Ouarda et al., 2019; Q. Xu et al., 2018; Ritschel et al., 2017). IDF curves 
graphically represent estimates of probable precipitation intensity associated with different durations and return 
periods, the estimation of which involves fitting a representative probability distribution (e.g., the generalized 
extreme value (GEV) distribution) to annual maximum precipitation time series (Butcher et al., 2021; Marra & 
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Morin, 2015; Ritschel et al., 2017; So et al., 2017; Srivastav et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2019). As extreme precip-
itation intensifies with warming at a rate consistent with the increase in atmospheric moisture, the assumption 
of stationarity used in the traditional development of IDF curves has been challenged (Boukhelifa et al., 2018; 
Courty et al., 2019; Innocenti et al., 2017).

To address the challenge of developing nonstationary IDF curves, time-varying covariates such as time and mean 
temperature have been employed (Cheng & Aghakouchak, 2014; Ouarda et al., 2019; Sarhadi & Soulis, 2017; 
Slater, Anderson, et al., 2021; Slater, Villarini, et al., 2021; Srivastava et al., 2021). Such IDF estimates rely on 
the statistical assumption that the nonstationary model adequately represents the changing properties of rainfall 
extremes. Such an assumption, however, may be invalid for the future period, and simple extrapolation of historical 
trends may lead to erroneous spatiotemporal projections of future rainfall extremes (Ganguli & Coulibaly, 2017; 
Luke et al., 2017; Serinaldi & Kilsby, 2015). In contrast, a second approach for estimating future IDF curves, 
that is, climate-model-based IDF curves, directly uses climate simulations under present and future climates to 
address the nonstationary behavior of extreme precipitation (Gaur et al., 2018, 2020; Mailhot et al., 2007; Ragno 
et al., 2018; Simonovic et al., 2016). Such a method provides a physics-based avenue for projection and has been 
used recently as a promising alternative to purely statistical projections based on temporal extrapolation of under-
lying trends (Bezak et al., 2016; Hosseinzadehtalaei et al., 2018, 2020; Lima et al., 2018).

Although the aforementioned methodological advances have been achieved in the development of IDF curves, 
little effort has been devoted to evaluating urban IDF curves on sub-daily scales and projecting their response 
to the changing climate, especially on a national scale (Harpold & Kohler, 2017; Jalowska & Spero, 2019; Le 
et al., 2018; Sarhadi & Soulis, 2017). A major reason is the limited availability of long rainfall records with a 
reasonable level of accuracy and fine time scales (i.e., sub-daily). The resolutions of widely used general circu-
lation models (GCMs) in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 and 6 (CMIP5 and CMIP6) and 
regional climate models (RCMs) in the Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) are not fine 
enough to assess future changes of urban IDF curves on sub-daily time scales (Chandra et al., 2015; Ganguli & 
Coulibaly, 2019; Ragno et al., 2018). It is thus necessary to downscale the outputs from GCMs or RCMs to the 
desired spatiotemporal resolutions (Agilan & Umamahesh, 2016; J. Li et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2021). In addition, 
the substantial spread and bias of climate models are not well constrained in previous studies (Hosseinzadehtalaei 
et al., 2018; Ragno et al., 2018; Srivastava et al., 2021). A universal, robust method for developing a multi-model 
projection ensemble is unavailable, even though a variety of model weighting strategies have been proposed, such 
as Bayesian model averaging (BMA) (Raftery et al., 2005). In BMA, the conditional probability density function 
(PDF) of each model is commonly assumed to follow a normal or gamma distribution, and such an assumption 
may be invalid for rainfall extremes (Madadgar & Moradkhani, 2014). Another limitation of BMA is that data 
transformation is usually needed to transform raw model predictions to the space of posterior distribution. To 
cope with these limitations, Madadgar and Moradkhani (2014) proposed an approach that integrates the copula 
functions with BMA to estimate the posterior distribution of model predictions without a need to transform 
the model predictions and assuming the form of the posterior distribution. Similarly, the vine copula approach 
enables a flexible assessment of complex interactions among multiple rainfall extremes without any assumption 
regarding the type of marginal probability distributions (Bevacqua et al., 2017; Hatami & Nazemi, 2022; Sun 
et al., 2021; Zaerpour et al., 2021). Therefore, it remains to be seen whether a vine copula-based multi-model 
ensemble approach may improve the reliability of climate-model-based IDF curves, relative to more tradi-
tional  ensemble approaches.

In this work, we develop a vine copula-based ensemble projection of IDF curves at sub-daily to multi-day time 
scales. Specifically, stochastic spatiotemporal downscaling of daily precipitation, generated from five regional 
climate simulations in the CORDEX experiment, is developed for deriving urban IDF curves over China from 3-hr 
to 7-day time scales. A vine copula multi-model ensemble approach is also proposed to more accurately down-
scale rainfall extremes at different time scales, thereby improving the accuracy and reliability of climate-model-
based IDF curves. We assess future changes of the IDF curves averaged over the urban areas of 196 Chinese 
cities under a high-emission scenario (RCP8.5). Furthermore, we also compare the differences between the 
climate-model-based and covariate-based methods in terms of projecting future changes in the urban IDF curves.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the spatiotemporal downscaling method, the vine copula 
multi-model ensemble IDF curves, performance metrics for evaluating IDF curves, and data sets used in this 
study. Section 3 presents the evaluation of multi-model IDF curves and Section 4 discusses projected future 
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urban IDF curves for 196 cities in China. Section 5 discusses the results and presents a comparison between the 
climate-model-based and time covariate-based IDF curves. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our study and high-
lights the main findings.

2. Methods and Data Sources
2.1. Spatiotemporal Downscaling of Precipitation

To investigate climate change impacts on urban IDF curves, a spatiotemporal downscaling method is developed 
to generate reliable precipitation at a fine spatiotemporal scale based on regional climate simulations. The spati-
otemporal downscaling consists of a bias-correction spatial disaggregation (BCSD) method for spatial down-
scaling and a precise temporal disaggregation method for breaking down daily precipitation into sub-daily time 
series.

To perform spatial downscaling of precipitation using the BCSD method, the fine-scale precipitation obser-
vations are regridded to match the coarse-resolution precipitation simulations, and then quantile mapping is 
constructed between the observed and simulated precipitation for each grid cell and each day of the year (DOY) 
with a ±15-day window centered over the respective day (Wood et al., 2002). This well-established mapping 
approach is then used to correct the regridded past and future precipitation simulations to the same distributions 
as the observed precipitation, and bilinearly interpolate the simulations to the same grid as the precipitation 
observations. To preserve spatial details of the fine-scale precipitation, a scaling factor (i.e., the ratio of the simu-
lated precipitation average to the observed precipitation average) is calculated for each DOY and then multiplied 
by the daily interpolated precipitation simulations for past and future climates, thereby generating precipitation 
simulations at a fine spatial scale.

The spatially downscaled daily precipitation requires temporal disaggregation to be used for developing IDF 
curves at sub-daily scales. To this end, the sub-daily (e.g., 3-hr) precipitation process is assumed as a cyclosta-
tionary process with monthly stationarity. Let {Rc(t)|t 𝐴𝐴 ∈ T, c = 1,…, N} represent the cyclostationary precipitation 
process, in which T denotes an indexed set and c is cyclically varying index over t. Under such an assumption, the 
sub-daily precipitation process can be decomposed into N = 12 stationary stochastic processes (Papalexiou, 2018). 
Each of the 12 processes describes the precipitation process for each month and is represented by reproducing 
its marginal distribution function FR(r) and the autocorrelation structure (ACS) ρR(τ). In addition, each of the 
12 processes has a parent-Gaussian process {X(t)} with a standard Gaussian marginal ΦX(x) and an ACS ρX(τ). 
Since it is easy to perform random simulations of Gaussian processes, the basic idea of the stochastic temporal 
downscaling method is to identify two functions f and g such that R(t) = f (X(t)) and ρX(τ) = g(ρR(τ)), thereby 
using the two functions to transform a Gaussian random variable into sub-daily precipitation. These two functions 
enable transformations from the marginal distribution and the linear ACS of the Gaussian process {X(t)} to those 
of the  process {R(t)}, respectively. The function f is easily identified because there is a well-known data transfor-
mation approach, namely Gaussian anamorphosis, which can be used to transform a Gaussian random variable X 
into the sub-daily precipitation R with an arbitrary distribution (e.g., the generalized gamma distribution in this 
study) (Wang et al., 2018):

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 = 𝐺𝐺
−1

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐
(Φ𝑋𝑋(𝑋𝑋)) (1)

where GRc is the theoretical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of sub-daily precipitation for month c. Therefore, 
the stochastic temporal downscaling method only requires a well-defined function g to transform the linear ACS.

Let R(t) and R(τ): = R(t−τ) be a pair of {R(t)} random precipitation processes at an arbitrary time point t, lagged 
by τ, and having a correlation coefficient ρR(τ) given by

𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅(𝜏𝜏) =
𝐸𝐸(𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)𝑅𝑅(𝜏𝜏)) − 𝜇𝜇

2

𝑅𝑅

𝜎𝜎
2

𝑅𝑅

 (2)

where μR and σR represent the mean and standard deviation of R, respectively. E(R(t)R(τ)) represents the expec-
tation and can be estimated using the fundamental probability theorem (Feller, 1971). According to the theorem, 
given a real function g such that R = g(X), the expectation of R can be expressed as
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𝐸𝐸(𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡)) = 𝐸𝐸(𝑔𝑔(𝑋𝑋(𝑡𝑡))) =

∞

∫
−∞

𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥)𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅(𝑟𝑟)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (3)

where fR(r) represents the known PDF of R. Since Equation 2 can be applied in two dimensions, E(R(t)R(τ)) in 
Equation 1 can be expressed as

�(�(�)�(�)) = � (�� (Φ�(�(�)))�� (Φ�(�(�))))

=
∞

∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

�� (Φ�(�(�)))�� (Φ�(�(�)))

×��(�)�(�) (�(�), �(�); ��(�)) ��(�)��(�)

 (4)

where ΦX(X(t)) = (1-erf(-x/√2))/2. Equation 4 is inserted into Equation 2, leading to an autocorrelation transfor-
mation function (ACTF) that enables the calculation of ρR(τ) from ρX(τ). However, the stochastic temporal down-
scaling of precipitation seeks to transform the parent-Gaussian process {X(t)} into the desired process {R(t)}. 
It is thus necessary to quantify the inverse relationship for transforming the autocorrelation value of sub-daily 
precipitation ρR into the autocorrelation value of parent-Gaussian random variables ρX(τ). For simplicity and 
numerical stability, the ACTF can be expressed as a simple parametric function, that is,

𝜌𝜌𝑋𝑋 =
(1 + 𝑎𝑎𝜌𝜌𝑅𝑅)

1−𝑏𝑏
− 1

(1 + 𝑎𝑎)
1−𝑏𝑏

− 1

 (5)

To estimate the unknown parameters a and b, a set of (ρR, ρX) pairs can be generated by making numerical esti-
mates of Equation 4 along with Equation 2 for a fixed number of ρX values (Papalexiou, 2018).

The ACSs ρR(τ) of the process {R(t)} is assessed using the observed sub-daily precipitation time series. For 
instance, the Pareto II ACS is used in this study:

𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅(𝜏𝜏𝜏 𝜏𝜏𝜏 𝜏𝜏) = exp(−(𝜏𝜏∕𝜏𝜏)
𝑐𝑐
)𝜏 𝜏𝜏 𝑏 0𝜏 𝑐𝑐 𝑏 0 (6)

The fitted Equation 6 is inserted into Equation 2 and then is used to perform the numerical estimation along with 
Equation 4, thereby rendering it possible to fit Equation 5. The fitted Equation 5 is used to estimate the ACS 
of the corresponding parent-Gaussian process, which is then simulated using autoregressive models ARc(p) of 
sufficiently large order p to reproduce the pXc(τ) ACSs of the parent. The generated random Gaussian time series 
for each month are transformed into the sub-daily precipitation time series by using the Gaussian anamorphosis 
(Equation 1).

While the generated sub-daily random precipitation time series reproduces the marginal distribution and the linear 
ACS, it cannot be exactly the same as the observed sub-daily precipitation time series, and errors will inevitably 
exist for specific points in time. Such errors can be reduced by repeating the aforementioned simulation process 
until a predetermined error goal is fulfilled. However, our intention is to disaggregate the daily precipitation time 
series generated from climate simulations into the sub-daily scale, rather than reproduce precipitation observa-
tions. More importantly, climate change impacts on precipitation regimes are not represented in the generated 
sub-daily precipitation time series. Therefore, the generated sub-daily precipitation time series is aggregated by 
day to obtain daily precipitation, and then a scaling factor (i.e., the ratio of daily precipitation generated from 
climate simulations to the aggregated daily precipitation) is calculated for each calendar day. The scaling factor 
is multiplied by the generated sub-daily precipitation time series. Such a process not only combines the added 
value of the spatial downscaling and the temporal disaggregation in reproducing sub-daily precipitation at a fine 
spatial scale, but also takes into account climate change impacts on the future sub-daily precipitation intensity.

2.2. Vine Copula Multi-Model Ensemble IDF Curves

The spatiotemporal downscaling of precipitation from a single RCM is inadequate for reproducing the 
observation-based IDF curves well. It is thus necessary to combine the time series of extreme precipitation 
extracted from multiple downscaled model outputs to address the uncertainty in model structures and improve 
the reliability of climate-model-based IDF curves. To this end, a vine copula multi-model ensemble approach is 
developed based on regular vine copulas. This approach constructs a joint multivariate probability distribution 
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of rainfall extremes from multiple downscaled precipitation model outputs and observations. The basic idea 
of this approach is to implement repeated conditional sampling from the well-calibrated vine copula given the 
extremes extracted from downscaled precipitation, thus generating multi-model ensemble simulations of extreme 
precipitation (Alipour et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2021). Assume that r = (r1,…, rn−1, rn) signifies rainfall extremes 
generated from n−1 downscaled precipitation outputs and the corresponding observation. The joint PDF between 
simulations (r1,…, rn−1) and the observation rn can be expressed as

𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛−1, 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛) = 𝑝𝑝1 (𝑟𝑟1) ⋅ ... ⋅ 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛−1 (𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛−1) ⋅ 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 (𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛) ⋅ 𝑐𝑐 (𝑢𝑢1, ..., 𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛−1, 𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛) (7)

where pi(ri) represents the marginal PDF and ui represents the marginal cumulative probability, i = 1,…, n; c 
represents the copula density.

Since copulas are inflexible in high dimensions and high-dimensional copula families are limited, the vine copula, 
also known as pair-copula construction (PCC), has been proposed to graphically represent the high-dimensional 
dependence structure (i.e., Equation 7) as vines comprising a nested set of trees with nodes that are joined by 
edges (Bedford & Cooke, 2002). The canonical vine (C-vine) and the drawable vine (D-vine) are two special 
regular vines and are also the most widely used decompositions. Equation 7 can be decomposed through the 
C-vine and D-vine copulas as Equations 8 and 9, respectively.

𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛−1, 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛) =

𝑛𝑛∏

𝑘𝑘=1

𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 (𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘)

𝑛𝑛−1∏

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛−𝑗𝑗∏

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗,𝑗𝑗+𝑖𝑖|1,...,𝑗𝑗−1 {𝑃𝑃 (𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗|𝑟𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗−1) , 𝑃𝑃 (𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗+𝑖𝑖|𝑟𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗−1)} (8)

𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟1, ..., 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛−1, 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛) =

𝑛𝑛∏

𝑘𝑘=1

𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 (𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘)

𝑛𝑛−1∏

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛−𝑗𝑗∏

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗|𝑖𝑖+1,...,𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗−1 {𝑃𝑃 (𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖|𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖+1, ..., 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗−1) , 𝑃𝑃 (𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗|𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖+1, ..., 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗−1)} (9)

where P(·|·) represents the conditional cumulative probability. If rainfall extremes from two models are used, the 
joint density between the simulations (r1, r2) and the observation (ro) can be decomposed through a 3-dimensional 
vine copula as

𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟1, 𝑟𝑟2, 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜) = 𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟1) ⋅ 𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟2) ⋅ 𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜) ⋅ 𝑐𝑐 (𝑢𝑢1, 𝑢𝑢2, 𝜃𝜃1,2) ⋅ 𝑐𝑐 (𝑢𝑢1, 𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜, 𝜃𝜃1,𝑜𝑜) ⋅

𝑐𝑐 (ℎ (𝑢𝑢2, 𝑢𝑢1, 𝜃𝜃1,2) , ℎ (𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜, 𝑢𝑢1, 𝜃𝜃1,𝑜𝑜) , 𝜃𝜃2,𝑜𝑜|1)
 (10)

where θ1,2, θ1,o, and θ2,o|1 represent the parameters of bivariate copulas; the ℎ-function is the conditional distribu-
tion function. For example, h(u2, u1, θ1,2) is expressed as

ℎ (�2, �1, �1,2) = � (�2|�1) =
��2,1{�2 (�2) , �1 (�1) , �1,2}

��1 (�1)
 (11)

where F1(r1) = u1 and F2(r2) = u2 represent marginal cumulative distribution functions (CDFs).

Since the number of possible vine copula structures grows exponentially with the number of variables, a feasible 
solution is to use the sequential maximal spanning tree algorithm along with the Akaike information criterion 
(AIC) or the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to identify an appropriate structure (Diβmann et al., 2013). 
After determining the vine structure, a conditional CDF of ro can be constructed by recursively applying the 
h-function:

� (��|�1, �2) =
���,2|1(� (��|�1) , � (�2|�1))

�� (�2|�1)
= ℎ

[

ℎ (��, �1, �1,�) , ℎ (�2, �1, �1,2) , �2,�|1
]

 (12)

Thus, the inverse form of Equation 12 can be used to combine multi-model rainfall extremes for probabilistic 
ensemble projections:

�̂� = �(�1, �2, �) = � −1
�

{

ℎ−1 (ℎ−1 (�|ℎ (�2 (�2) |�1(�1) , �1,2) , �2,�|1) |�1(�1) , �1,�
)}

, � ∈ (0, 1) (13)

where τ represents random probability levels (e.g., τ  =  0.01, 0.1,…, 0.99); P represents marginal CDFs. To 
achieve reliable model results, MC simulations are used to generate multiple (e.g., 500) samples of τ from the 
uniform distribution U(0, 1), leading to multiple realizations of ro.
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Each realization of r0 represents a stochastic simulation of rainfall extremes 
and is fitted to a GEV distribution, which is a commonly used distribution for 
deriving IDF curves (Ragno et al., 2018; Srivastava et al., 2021). The CDF of 
the GEV distribution is

�(�|�, �, �) = exp
{

−(1 + � ⋅ (� − �)∕�))−1∕�
}

, � ⋅ (� − �)∕�) > 0 (14)

where μ, σ, and ξ represent the location, scale, and shape parameters of 
the distribution, respectively. These parameters were calculated using the 
L-moments estimation method, and the parameter uncertainty was esti-
mated by performing a parametric bootstrap (Gilleland & Katz, 2016; Marra 
et al., 2017). A GEV distribution is fitted to the annual maxima precipitation 
for different durations (e.g., 3-, 6-, 9-, 12-, 18-, 24-, 48-, 72-, 96-, 120-, 144-, 
and 168-hr in this study) to estimate the precipitation intensities correspond-
ing to various design return periods (e.g., 2-, 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-year in 
this study). Thus, the relationship between the intensity and frequency (i.e., 
return period) of extreme precipitation for different durations can be charac-
terized using a series of curves along with confidence intervals (Figure 1). 
Such IDF curves are generated from multiple realizations of r0 based on 
the vine copula and thus consider both the uncertainty in the climate model 
structure and the inter-model dependence structure.

The uncertainty information in the IDF curves can be used to estimate the 
statistical significance of the difference in precipitation intensity of IDF 
curves between past and future climates. For example, the vine copula-based 
ensemble approach generates 500 realizations of extreme precipitation time 

series for a given duration (e.g., 3-hr). Each of the 500 time series is used to fit the GEV distribution and the 
underlying uncertainty is quantified using a parametric bootstrap, in which random sampling with replacement 
is performed 500 times, leading to 500 estimated precipitation intensities for a given design return period (e.g., 
100-year). This process of uncertainty quantitation generates a total of 500 × 500 estimated design values for 
both past and future climates. The final uncertainty in the IDF curves is defined as the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile 
interval of the 500 × 500 design value estimates. The design values under the future climate are significantly 
(P < 0.05) higher than those under the past climate only if at least 95% of the 500 × 500 design value estimates 
under the future climate exceed the 97.5th percentile under the past climate.

To improve climate-model-based IDF curves in China, the vine copula multi-model ensemble approach was 
used to combine annual maximum precipitation time series for different durations obtained from the spatio-
temporal downscaling (see Section 2.1) of RCM-simulated precipitation in the CORDEX experiment for the 
past (1979–2005) and future (2058–2099) periods. Since the vine copula builds a multidimensional relationship 
between the rainfall extremes from five downscaled RCM model outputs and the observed extremes in a prob-
ability space, it is necessary to select appropriate univariate CDFs to transform the five model simulations and 
the observation into uniform variables on the interval (0, 1). A total of 9 probability distributions were exam-
ined, including gamma, log-normal, log-logistic, Gumbel, GEV, generalized Pareto (GP), log-gamma, gener-
alized gamma, and four-parameter kappa distributions. The optimal marginal distribution was identified using 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, while the corresponding distribution parameters were estimated by the 
maximum likelihood method. The bivariate copula families considered in this study include Gaussian, Student 
t, Clayton, Gumbel, and Frank. To assess the robustness of the proposed approach, it is necessary to perform a 
quantitative comparison with previous approaches. BMA is one of the most widely used multi-model combi-
nation techniques in the hydroclimate community and is thus selected as the comparative benchmark (Parrish 
et al., 2012; Raftery et al., 2005; Zhang & Wang, 2021). The BMA approach was used to combine multiple time 
series of annual maximum precipitation for different durations derived from the spatiotemporal downscaling (see 
Section 2.1) of RCM-simulated precipitation, and the BMA-based annual maximum precipitation was then used 
to derive IDF curves.

Figure 1. An illustrative example of evaluating intensity–duration–frequency 
(IDF) curves. The gray ribbon represents the 95% confidence interval owing 
to the uncertainty in the parameters of the generalized extreme value (GEV) 
distribution. The green and blue ribbons represent the 95% confidence interval 
owing to the uncertainty in the parameters of the GEV distribution and the 
structural uncertainty of climate models.
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2.3. Performance Metrics for Evaluating IDF Curves

To evaluate the IDF curves derived from the spatiotemporal downscaling of climate simulations, three perfor-
mance metrics are used, including accuracy, reliability, and sharpness. Accuracy is evaluated using the mean 
absolute percentage error (MAPE):

MAPE(%) =

(
IDFsimulation − IDFobservation

IDFobservation

)
× 100% (12)

MAPE is normalized and insensitive to absolute values of rainfall, which enables the performance of IDF curves 
to be evaluated across China regardless of variations in climate regimes. Since IDF curves are subject to various 
sources of uncertainty, reliability and sharpness are also examined in this study to verify probabilistic IDF curves. 
The reliability represents the percentage of simulation-based IDF estimates captured within the confidence inter-
vals of observation-based IDF curves. The sharpness is defined as the average width of confidence intervals. For 
example, Figure 1 presents a simple illustration of IDF curve evaluation. Method 1 achieves higher reliability 
(100%) compared to Method 2 since all IDF estimates generated from Method 1 fall within the 95% confidence 
interval of the observation-based IDF curve. Nevertheless, Method 2 achieves lower sharpness of IDF curves 
compared to Method 1 since Method 2 leads to a narrower confidence interval (3.5 mm) than Method 1 (6 mm). 
It should be noted that the desired performance of IDF curves is characterized by high accuracy (i.e., low MAPE), 
high reliability, and low sharpness.

2.4. Data Sources

The Multi-source weighted-Ensemble Precipitation, version 2 (MSWEP V2) 0.1° 3-hr precipitation product was 
used to derive gridded IDF curves in China during the period of 1979–2020 since it has been shown to outperform 
other precipitation datasets in terms of accuracy and spatiotemporal resolution (Beck et al., 2019). An ensemble 
of five regional climate model simulations from the CORDEX East Asia experiment was used to perform stochas-
tic spatiotemporal downscaling of precipitation and thus investigate climate change impacts on IDF curves. 
Specifically, the RCM REMO2015 was used to dynamically downscale three GCMs (MOHC-HadGEM2-ES, 
MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR, and NCC-NorESM1-M) that participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
Phase 5 (CMIP5). The RCM RegCM4 was used to dynamically downscale two (MOHC-HadGEM2-ES and 
NCC-NorESM1-M) GCMs in the CMIP5. All five simulations have the same horizontal resolution of about 
0.22° × 0.22° (∼25 km) and cover the historical period (1970–2005) and a future period (2006–2099). Future 
simulations used in this study were forced with a high-emission scenario (RCP8.5) during the period of 2058–2099.

To derive IDF curves over urban areas, urban boundaries were identified based on the artificial impervious area 
mapped from 30-m resolution Landsat images in 2018. Specifically, the inner non-urban area of each city was 
firstly filled through a kernel density estimation method and cellular-automata simulations, thereby generating 
initial urban clusters. Since there can be quite a few small and isolated urban clusters for a single city, morpho-
logical dilation and erosion operations were performed to improve the delineation of urban boundaries around 
urban fringe areas (X. Li, Fowler, et al., 2020). In addition, a buffer zone was drawn around each cluster, with the 
area of the buffer equal to one-quarter of the area of the cluster (Angel et al., 2016). Such an operation merges all 
close but disconnected urban clusters whose buffers intersect one another, thereby generating the urban boundary 
of each city. Since the spatial resolution (0.1 deg) of downscaled precipitation was still coarse compared to a 
city scale, we selected the cities where the urban area was covered by at least two 0.1 deg grids, leading to 196 
cities for analyzing urban IDF curves. More details on the delineation of urban boundaries can be found in X. Li, 
Fowler, et al. (2020) and G. Xu et al. (2020).

3. Evaluation of IDF Curves
We performed stochastic spatiotemporal downscaling of precipitation using the approach described in Section 2.1 
and evaluated its performance in reproducing urban IDF curves. Figure 2 presents the bias (indicated by the 
MAPE), reliability, and sharpness of precipitation IDF curves averaged over the urban areas of 196 Chinese 
cities, given return periods of 10 and 50 years, generated from multi-model ensemble mean simulations. The 
corresponding results for return periods of 2, 5, 25, and 100 years are presented in Figure S1 in Supporting 
Information S1. Results show that the stochastic downscaling method leads to a reasonable level of accuracy 
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(MAPE <20%) for the 1-in-10 year IDF curves for more than 80% of cities (Figure 2a). The reliability of 10-year 
and 50-year IDF curves exceeds 50% for more than 80% of cities (Figures 2b and 2e), indicating that at least six 
out of 12 return levels of extreme precipitation in the IDF curves are captured within the uncertainty range of 
multi-model ensemble simulations. This indicates that the stochastic spatiotemporal downscaling method repro-
duces the extreme precipitation regimes well at sub-daily to multi-day time scales. In addition, the sharpness of 
IDF curves increases (from 8 mm on average to 22 mm) from the return period of 10–50 years (Figures 2c and 2f).

To evaluate the urban IDF curves given different return periods, we present PDF plots of the MAPE, reliability, and 
sharpness across the 196 cities (Figure 3). The IDF curves given different return periods have a comparable level 
of accuracy, with the MAPE generally ranging from 0% to 40% and increasing with the return period (Figure 3a). 
Nevertheless, the IDF curves for long return periods generally have relatively high reliability (Figure 3b). For 
example, the IDF curves for the 100-year return period have a mean reliability of 95% across 196 cities, which is 
significantly (P < 0.05) higher than the mean reliability (92%) for the return period of 50 years. Figure 3c shows 
that the sharpness generally increases with return periods (lower values are better), which is not surprising since 
the sample of extreme precipitation decreases with the return period. We also find that the bias in the return levels 
of simulated extreme precipitation first increases and then decreases from the 3-hr duration to the 168-hr duration 
(Figure 4). For example, the simulated 3-hr extreme precipitation given the return period of 10 years has a mean 
relative bias of 1%, and the corresponding biases are approximately −21% and −8% for the 24-hr and 7-day (i.e., 
168-hr) extreme precipitation, respectively. Such a sensitivity of the bias to the time intervals may result from the 
combined effects of the temporal disaggregation and spatial downscaling of precipitation.

Since the multi-model ensemble mean climate simulation along with the spatiotemporal downscaled precipita-
tion shows biases in the urban IDF curves, we employ the vine copula ensemble approach to combine the time 

Figure 2. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), reliability, and sharpness of intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves generated based on the multi-model 
ensemble stochastic spatiotemporal downscaling of precipitation in China, given the return periods of 10 and 50 years. The density plot in each panel corresponds to the 
probability density function (PDF) of values across 196 Chinese cities.
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series of rainfall extremes generated from multi-model ensemble downscaling. The vine copula-based ensemble 
rainfall extremes are then used to construct the IDF curves. We compared the accuracy, reliability, and sharpness 
of IDF curves given the 10-year return period generated from different multi-model combination approaches 
(Figures 5a–5o). Results show that the ensemble mean simulation generally leads to a MAPE of below 50% 
(Figure 5a), a reliability of over 50% (Figure 5f), and a sharpness of below 10 mm (Figure 5k) over China. North-
west China shows relatively large MAPE of up to 50% (Figure 5a), which may result from the bias of RCMs over 

Figure 3. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), reliability, and sharpness of intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves generated based on the multi-model 
ensemble stochastic spatiotemporal downscaling of precipitation across 196 Chinese cities given the return periods of 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 years. The legend in (c) 
is also applicable to (a) and (b).

Figure 4. The probability density function (PDF) plots of the relative bias for the multi-model ensemble mean return levels of extreme precipitation across 196 cities, 
given different durations (from 3 to 168 hr) and return periods (2, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 years).
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arid areas (Zhu et al., 2018). The BMA methods do not show improvements in the accuracy and reliability of 
IDF curves upon the ensemble mean simulation (Figures 5b‒5d and 5g‒5i), despite their relatively low sharpness 
(Figures 5l–5n). In comparison, the IDF curves generated from the vine copula-based multi-model ensemble 
approach have a MAPE of below 10% (Figure 5e) and a reliability of over 90% (Figure 5j) for more than 90% of 
land area in China. The vine copula-based multi-model ensemble approach leads to a sharpness of below 5 mm 

Figure 5. (a)‒(o) The MAPE, reliability, and sharpness of intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves generated based on the stochastic spatiotemporal downscaling 
of precipitation using different multi-model combination approaches, given a return period of 10 years. (p)‒(r) The MAPE, reliability, and sharpness of IDF curves 
given different return periods. MAPE = mean absolute percentage error. ENS = ensemble mean. DVine = drawable vine copula. BMAn, BMAg, and BMAc represent 
Bayesian model averaging in which the conditional probability density function (PDF) is assumed to follow a normal, gamma, and copula-based distribution, 
respectively. The boxes in (p)−(r) are drawn from the 25th percentile (Q1) to the 75th percentile (Q3) with a horizontal line in the middle denoting the median. The 
upper and lower whiskers represent the values of Q3 + 1.5 × IQR and Q1 − 1.5 × IQR, respectively, where IQR denotes the interquartile range equal to Q3 − Q1.
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for more than 80% of land area in China, which is comparable to the sharpness generated from the ensemble mean 
simulation (Figure 5o).

In addition, summaries of bias, reliability, and sharpness for IDF curves across return periods are presented in 
Figures 5p–5r. Results show that the vine copula method leads to a generally lower bias (MAPE) and higher relia-
bility than the ensemble mean (ENS) and BMA methods (Figures 5p‒5q). The mean MAPE of IDF curves gener-
ated from the ENS and BMA methods is generally higher than 8% across return periods, but the mean MAPE 
generated from the vine copula method is generally lower than 8% (Figure 5p). The vine copula method also leads 
to a mean reliability of over 90% across return periods, while other methods generally lead to relatively low relia-
bility (Figure 5q). Figure 5r shows that the vine copula method generates similar distributions of sharpness to the 
ENS method. Therefore, the vine copula method improves both the accuracy and reliability of multi-model IDF 
curves relative to the ENS and BMA methods. It should be noted that the BMA methods lead to relatively low 
(<4 mm) sharpness (i.e., lower uncertainty) of IDF curves (Figure 5r). Nevertheless, the reliability and accuracy 
of IDF curves generated from BMA methods are lower than the ensemble mean and vine copula methods. Such 
IDF curves are not desirable because the first priority in hydroclimate applications is accuracy and reliability.

To further compare the performance of multi-model approaches in reproducing IDF curves, we selected the 
urban area of Hong Kong and Zhengzhou to evaluate the precipitation IDF curves given the 10-year return period 
during the period of 1979–2005. Since Hong Kong and Zhengzhou have both suffered from serious consequences 
of heavy rainfall, climate-model-based IDF curves with a reasonable level of accuracy play a crucial role in infra-
structure design and risk assessment. We show that the IDF curves for the 10-year return period, generated from 
the ensemble mean simulations for Hong Kong and Zhengzhou, underestimate the return level of extreme precip-
itation compared to those generated from observations, with a MAPE of 20% and 17%, respectively (Figures 6a 

Figure 6. Comparison of the ensemble mean method and the DVine copula method used to reproduce precipitation 
intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves over the urban area in (a), (b) Hong Kong and (c), (d) Zhengzhou during the 
period of 1979–2005, given a return period of 10 years. The gray ribbon represents the bootstrapped 95% confidence 
interval for design value estimates. The red ribbon represents the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile interval of 5 × 500 design 
value estimates generated from 500 parametric bootstrap samples for five downscaled RCM model outputs. The blue ribbon 
represents the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile interval of 500 × 500 design value estimates generated from 500 parametric 
bootstrap samples for 500 vine copula-based ensemble simulation outputs.
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and 6c). In comparison, the vine copula-based multi-model ensemble method substantially reduces the MAPE to 
1.1% and 1.2% for the IDF curves over Hong Kong and Zhengzhou, respectively (Figures 6b and 6d).

4. Projected Changes in Extreme Precipitation and IDF Curves
To project future changes in the IDF curves, the daily precipitation generated from climate simulations in the 
CORDEX experiment was spatially and temporally downscaled to the 3-hr time scale and the 0.1° spatial scale. 
The vine copula-based multi-model ensemble approach was then used to generate probabilistic projections of 
future changes in extreme precipitation intensity for different durations and different return periods. Figure 7 
presents the cumulative probability plots of the relative difference in extreme precipitation between past and 
future climates. We find that climate change is generally intensifying extreme precipitation with an increase in 
all return periods regardless of the event duration. For example, the intensity of 3-hr heavy rainfall events given 
a return period of 10 years shows an increase of more than 50% over approximately 10% of land area (i.e., land 
grid cells) in China and a decrease of 10% on average over 36% of land area (Figure 7a). We also find that the 
fraction of land area with a projected increase in the intensity of extreme precipitation events expands with return 
periods. This may suggest a higher risk of failure for urban infrastructure in the case of more severe events with 
longer return periods. Such a finding has important implications for the design of China’s urban infrastructure 
because most Chinese urban infrastructure is designed with a return period of 5 years at present (Qi et al., 2021).

We investigated future changes in the 3-hr extreme precipitation averaged over the urban areas of 196 Chinese 
cities given different return periods (Figure 8). Results show that the 3-hr extreme precipitation is expected to 

Figure 7. Cumulative probability of the relative difference in extreme precipitation across all the 0.1° land grids of China between past (1979–2020) and future 
(2058–2099) climates in terms of different return periods and different event durations.
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increase for over half of the 196 cities regardless of the return periods. The fraction of cities with increased inten-
sity of 3-hr extreme precipitation also increases with the return period. For example, 56% of cities show  increases 
in the intensity of 3-hr extreme precipitation given a return period of 2 years (Figure 8a), and such increases 
would occur over 80% of cities given return periods of 50 and 100 years. More importantly, more than half of the 
196 cities show significant (P < 0.05) increases in the 3-hr extreme precipitation intensity given return periods 
of 10, 25, 50, and 100 years, and the average percentage increases are 30%, 44%, 56%, 70%, respectively. We 
also show that the Chinese megacities, such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, do not show increases in 
the 3-hr extreme precipitation intensity, but the small and medium cities are expected to experience substantial 
increases. For example, future changes in the 3-hr extreme precipitation in Beijing given a 10-year return period 
are projected to vary from −18% to 18%. In comparison, Zhenjiang, a comparatively small city located in the 
Yangtze River Delta, is projected to experience 64–148% and 227–400% increases in the magnitude of 3-hr heavy 
rainfall given return periods of 10 and 100 years, respectively.

To further investigate future changes in short-duration extreme precipitation over urban areas, we present spatial 
patterns of the relative difference in 3-hr and 24-hr heavy rainfall between past and future climates in four selected 
urban areas, given the return period of 50 years (Figure 9). The four urban areas include Beijing and Tianjin 
(BTH), the Yangtze River Delta (YRD), the Pearl River Delta (PRD), and Zhengzhou. The central urban area of 
Beijing shows little change in the 3-hr and 24-hr heavy rainfall intensity, but the urban fringe area shows at least 
40% increases (Figures 9a and 9b). Most urban areas of Shanghai show little change in the 3-hr heavy rainfall 
intensity but significant increases in the 24-hr heavy rainfall intensity (Figures 9c and 9d). In comparison, the 
3-hr and 24-hr heavy rainfall intensity show little change in most of the PRD except eastern Shenzhen (Figures 9e 
and 9f). To put these changes into perspective, a frequency analysis of observed heavy rainfall in Zhengzhou 

Figure 8. Spatial patterns of the relative difference in 3-hr heavy rainfall between past and future climates across 196 cities given different return periods. The circles 
with crosses represent cities where the 3-hr heavy rainfall intensity under the future climate is significantly (P < 0.05) higher than under the present climate. The 
statistical significance is estimated using the method described in Section 2.2. The inset bar chart in each panel indicates the proportion of cities with decreasing (blue) 
or increasing (red) rainfall intensity.
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indicated that the 622.7 mm of 24-hr rainfall that occurred on 20 July 2021 had a return period of greater than 
1,000 years (Ryan Woo & Stella Qiu, 2021). Here we show that the 1-in-50 year magnitude of 24-hr heavy rainfall 
is projected to increase by at least 20% for most urban areas in Zhengzhou (Figure 9h).

To show climate change impacts on precipitation IDF curves over urban areas, we selected 12 cities to present 
the IDF curves under historical and future climates given return periods of 10, 50, and 100 years (Figures 10–12). 
For most cities the IDF curves under the future climate (RCP8.5) are significantly different from those under the 
past climate for specific time intervals (i.e., duration), but they do not present consistent upward or downward 
shifts. For example, the extreme precipitation intensity in Shanghai shows significant (P < 0.05) increases on the 
3-hr to 2-day time scales between past and future climates, but such increases are not exhibited for time scales of 
more than 2 days (Figures 10, 11, and 12h). In comparison, Shenzhen shows a marked upward shift in the IDF 

Figure 9. Spatial patterns of the relative difference in 3-hr and 24-hr heavy rainfall between past and future climates over four selected urban areas, given a return 
period of 50 years. BTH represents the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan area. YRD represents the Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl River Delta (PRD) represents the 
Pearl River Delta.
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curves between past and future climates (Figures 10k, 11k, and 12k). Urumqi, the capital city of Xinjiang prov-
ince in the arid area of northwestern China, in contrast, shows significant (P < 0.05) decreases in the intensity 
of long-duration (>24 hr) extreme precipitation between past and future climates (Figures 10a, 11a, and 12a). In 
addition, the intensity of short-duration (<12 hr) heavy rainfall does not show significant (P < 0.05) decreases 
in all the 12 cities but increases for multiple cities, such as Shenyang (Figure 10d), Hangzhou (Figure 10l), and 
Xi'an (Figure 12e).

After investigating the change in extreme event intensity for a fixed return period, we explored changes in the 
frequency of 3-hr and 24-hr heavy rainfall events for given magnitudes. Specifically, we chose the intensity of 
1-in-50 and 1-in-100 year events under the past climate to estimate their expected occurrence under the future 
climate (RCP8.5). Figure 13 shows the return periods expected in the future (2058–2099) of the corresponding 
historical events. Events that are currently (1979–2020) expected to occur every 50 or 100 years are becoming 

Figure 10. Intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves with 95% confidence intervals between past (MSWEP) and future (RCP8.5) climates, given a return period of 
10 years. The gray ribbon represents the bootstrapped 95% confidence interval for the design value estimates. The red ribbon represents the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile 
interval of 500 × 500 design value estimates generated from 500 parametric bootstrap samples for 500 vine copula-based ensemble simulation outputs.
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more frequent in more than half of Chinese cities. For example, the 3-hr heavy rainfall events, which currently 
occur every 50 years on average, are projected to occur more frequently for 78% of cities, with a mean return 
period of 27 years across the 196 cities under the future climate (RCP8.5) (Figure 13a). Similarly, the frequency 
of 24-hr heavy rainfall with a return period of 100 years is projected to more than double over 42% of cities (i.e., 
occur with an updated return period of shorter than 50 years) (Figure 13d). Such an increased frequency of rare 
heavy rainfall events may raise public safety concerns in urban environments, especially in the densely populated 
Chinese coastal cities.

5. Discussion
Covariate-based and climate-model-based IDF curves are two commonly used methods to address changes in the 
frequency and intensity of rainfall events under a warming climate. Covariate-based nonstationary IDF curves 
can be generated by introducing time-varying covariates (such as time) and constructing a link function (such as 

Figure 11. IDF curves with 95% confidence intervals between past (MSWEP) and future (RCP8.5) climates, given a return period of 50 years. The setting of the 
ribbon plot is the same as Figure 10.
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a simple linear model) between the covariates and the parameters of an Extreme Value distribution such as the 
GEV. In contrast, climate-model-based IDF curves are generated directly by employing extreme precipitation 
simulations under present and future climates. However, these two methods each have their own limitations and 
there is currently no well-accepted method for updating IDF curves that considers future climate change impacts 
(Benestad et al., 2021; J. Li et al., 2017).

Here we present a comparison of the two methods used to project future changes in the IDF curves over the urban 
area of 196 Chinese cities (Figure 14). We developed models with either one or both of the location (μ) and scale 
(σ) parameters of the GEV distribution as a function of time, and selected the best fitting model with the smallest 
BIC (Slater, Villarini, et al., 2021). The use of a time covariate and a linear function may not always provide the 
best representation of nonstationary extreme precipitation, but can avoid overfitting of the observation period 
and unrealistic prediction of future design values (Fadhel et al., 2017; Ragno et al., 2018). We find that 25 out 
of 196 cities show significantly (P < 0.05) decreasing trends of 1% on average per year in the annual maximum 

Figure 12. Intensity–duration–frequency curves with 95% confidence intervals between past Multi-source weighted-Ensemble Precipitation (MSWEP) and future 
(RCP8.5) climates, given a return period of 100 years. The setting of the ribbon plot is the same as Figure 10.
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3-hr rainfall during the period of 1979–2020. Approximately 36% of cities show an increasing trend, but these 
increases are significant (P < 0.05) only in six cities (Figure 14a). In comparison, over 84% of cities show no 
significant trends in the annual maximum 3-hr rainfall. To project future IDF curves with the covariate-based 
approach, we assume these historical trends are likely to continue in the future climate and employ the time 
covariate to project future changes in the distribution of extreme precipitation (Figure 14b). We find that the 
covariate-based approach leads to increases in heavy rainfall intensity over 44% of cities, while approximately 
80% of cities show increases in the climate-model-based projections (Figures 14c and 14d). There are only 63 out 
of 196 cities showing increases in the 3-hr heavy rainfall intensity generated from both the covariate-based and 
climate-model-based methods. Of those 63 cities, 37 show greater design values estimated by the covariate-based 
IDF curves than by climate-model-based IDF curves.

The discrepancies between the two methods do not necessarily imply that the covariate-based model is unreli-
able; the difference suggests that the two methods are capturing different effects. The covariate-based method 
is constructed based on historical trends of extreme precipitation: it considers all the different factors that have 
affected precipitation in the past (i.e., not only climate), and assumes these are likely to continue into the future. 
In contrast, the climate-model approach employs scenario-based projections, which consider only the effect of 
future changes in the climate. The climate-model-based method provides a physics-based projection of IDF 

Figure 13. Future (2058–2099) return periods of 3-hr (Rx3hour) and 24-hr (Rx24hour) heavy rainfall currently associated 
with return periods of 50 and 100 years (1979–2020) over urban areas of 196 cities. Circles with crosses represent cities 
with a significant (P < 0.05) difference in the return period of heavy rainfall between past and future climates. The statistical 
significance is estimated using the method described in Section 2.2. The inset bar chart in each panel indicates the proportion 
of cities with more (red) or less (blue) frequent heavy rainfall events under the future climate.
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curves which leads to greater design values of heavy rainfall than the covariate-based method for 76% of China’s 
cities.

To further compare future changes in the precipitation IDF curves generated by the climate-model-based and 
covariate-based methods, we summarized the fraction of 196 cities showing increases in the design values of IDF 
curves given different return periods and different durations (Figures 15a and 15c). The covariate-based method 
leads to a similar fraction of increases for an individual duration (Figure 15a) since we do not consider the statis-
tical uncertainty in the nonstationary model here. The climate-model-based method generally shows a greater 
fraction of cities with increased IDF design values (Figure 15c) than the covariate-based method (Figure 15a). 
More importantly, the design values from the climate-model-based IDF curves generally show greater increases 
than those from the covariate-based IDF curves between past and future climates (Figure 15d). In comparison, the 
design values in the covariate-based IDF curves show little increase (<5%) between past and future climates for 
durations longer than 12 hr (Figure 15b). Such results may partially result from the low significance of the trends 
in extreme precipitation (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1) and the limited ability of a nonstationary 
statistical model using only a time-based covariate to capture future climate change signals. Such nonstation-
ary statistical models can be improved by selecting appropriate covariates associated with extreme precipita-
tion (such as mean temperature), but there is no well-accepted covariate accounting for the physical process of 
extreme precipitation (Yan et al., 2021). Therefore, although both the nonstationary statistical approach and the 
climate-model-based approach may be wrong in terms of the sign of projected change, climate-model-based IDF 
curves should be preferred to reduce possible risks of hydrologic failure since they provide a relatively worst-case 
scenario to update IDF curves in light of future climate change (Medeiros de Saboia et al., 2020).

Figure 14. (a) Linear trends of annual maximum 3-hr rainfall estimated by Sen's slope estimator averaged over the urban 
areas of 196 Chinese cities from 1979 to 2020 (Sen, 1968); solid circles represents significant (P < 0.05) trends and the 
significance is estimated using Mann–Kendall's test (Kendall, 1975). (b), (c) projected relative changes in 3-hr heavy rainfall 
associated with a 100-year return period generated using the covariate-based and climate-model-based methods between past 
(1979–2020) and future (2058–2099) climates. (d) Probability density function (PDF) plots of relative changes in the 3-hr 
heavy rainfall associated with a 100-year return period across 196 cities.
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The future projections of IDF curves are subject to substantial uncertainties including the spatiotemporal down-
scaling, vine copula simulations, and the GEV parameters. The contribution of uncertainty sources was evaluated 
using the ANOVA-based variance decomposition method (Bosshard et al., 2013). Results show that the GEV 
parameters and vine copula-based ensemble simulations are the major uncertainty source, accounting for on aver-
age 35% and 32% of the total uncertainty, respectively, in the projection of IDF curves (see Figure S3 in Support-
ing Information S1). Such results are consistent with those in previous studies which recognized the substantial 
uncertainty contribution of climate model structures in the projection of IDF curves (Switzman et al., 2017).

This study has several limitations. The intense and widespread heavy rainfall events were not considered in 
the future projections of IDF curves. Previous studies have shown that the spatial dependence of precipitation 
could increase under a warming climate, leading to more intense and widespread heavy rainfall events (Rastogi 
et al., 2020). It is thus desired to consider possible changes in the spatial dependence between IDF curves in future 
studies (see Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). The BCSD-based statistical downscaling has its disadvan-
tages, such as correcting biases through quantile-mapping (QM) and downscaling through interpolation, but it 
can well represent the spatial pattern of extreme precipitation (see Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1). It 
is thus necessary to use multiple downscaling approaches to enhance the credibility of the future projections of 
IDF curves in future studies.

The GEV distribution may not always be the optimal choice to simulate precipitation extremes, but it is appro-
priate for more than 99% of grid cells in this study based on the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test (see Figure 
S6 in Supporting Information S1). To better represent precipitation extremes, the nonparametric kernel density 
estimation can be used in future studies since it relaxes the assumption of prior distribution. In addition, the vine 
copula-based ensemble simulations are subject to the curse of dimensionality, but we used only five climate 
simulations in this study and thus this issue did not affect our approach. It will be more appropriate and prac-

Figure 15. Projected changes in the design values of precipitation intensity–duration–frequency (IDF) curves generated from (a), (b) the covariate-based nonstationary 
precipitation IDF curves and (c), (d) the climate-model-based precipitation IDF curves given different time intervals (i.e., durations) and different return periods. (a), 
(c) The fraction of 196 cities showing increases in extreme precipitation intensity between past (1979–2020) and future (2058–2099) climates. (b), (d) The average 
increases of extreme precipitation intensity for the cities showing increased intensity between past and future climates.
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tical to use the nonparametric pair-copula construction if more climate simulation datasets are used (Nagler 
et al., 2017).

6. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we present a vine copula-based ensemble projection of future changes in precipitation IDF curves 
at sub-daily to multi-day time scales. Specifically, we develop stochastic spatiotemporal downscaling of daily 
precipitation in China, based on five regional climate simulations, to produce IDF curves for past (1979–2020) 
and future (2058–2099) climates under RCP8.5. A vine copula multi-model ensemble approach is proposed to 
enhance the accuracy and reliability of multi-model ensemble simulations of extreme precipitation and thus the 
climate-model-based IDF curves. The vine copula approach is compared with existing multi-model combination 
approaches in terms of accuracy, reliability, and sharpness of IDF curves. Furthermore, we investigate future 
changes in the intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation as well as the IDF curves averaged over 196 
Chinese cities. The climate-model-based IDF curves are also compared with those generated from a nonstation-
ary time covariate-based method.

Our findings reveal that the spatiotemporal downscaling method reproduces the extreme precipitation regimes 
well at sub-daily to multi-day time scales, albeit with potential underestimation of extreme precipitation intensity 
by no more than 20%. The vine copula multi-model ensemble approach achieves higher reliability and accuracy 
in reproducing the climate-model-based precipitation IDF curves compared to the ensemble mean and BMA 
techniques. More than half of the 196 Chinese cities are expected to experience extreme precipitation increases 
of up to 30% in intensity and nearly twice the frequency compared to historical records, especially for return 
periods of over 10 years. Such increases lead to a significant upward shift of precipitation IDF curves, especially 
for short-duration (<12 hr) heavy rainfall. This suggests that the current urban infrastructure in more than half 
of China's cities would be inadequate to prevent losses and damages caused by rainfall-triggered hazards under a 
high emission scenario (RCP8.5) if designed solely based on historical precipitation observations. Our findings 
also reveal that the climate-model-based precipitation IDF curves show higher design values of heavy rainfall 
under the future climate than the covariate-based IDF curves. The covariate-based nonstationary IDF curves may 
underestimate the risk of failure for urban infrastructure, especially when the nonstationary behavior of extreme 
precipitation is not characterized well by the covariates embedded in the time-varying distribution of extreme 
precipitation.

Although we perform a comprehensive assessment of future changes in Chinese precipitation IDF curves, our 
findings come with a major limitation related to the inability of regional climate models to represent land surface 
processes affecting local extreme precipitation well. For example, the intensification of urbanization-induced 
extreme precipitation has been reported in recent studies but is not considered in RCMs (Y. Li, Fowler, et al., 2020; 
Wu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2022). This may lead to an underestimation of future extreme precipitation intensity in 
urban areas and the IDF curves. It is thus necessary to further improve the accuracy of precipitation simulations 
by accounting for urban dynamics through high-resolution climate simulations in future studies.

Although the Chinese Sponge City Program (SCP) initiated in 2013 requires a 1-in-30 year standard for urban 
infrastructure (Qi et al., 2021), the effort to build a “sponge city” might be compromised by the increasing inten-
sity and frequency of extreme events with long return periods (e.g., 1-in-50 and 1-in-100 year events). Our work 
reveals that the design guidelines of Chinese urban infrastructure should be updated to consider possible changes 
in the IDF curves induced by the changing climate. Such updates would help reduce the risk of catastrophic 
hazards like the 2021 deadly flooding in Zhengzhou. To facilitate the use of and open access to China’s urban IDF 
curves, we established an interactive web map (chinaidf.com) to visualize urban IDF curves across China’s 196 
cities under past and future climates. This web map may help inform urban planning policies to reduce vulnera-
bility to future rainfall-triggered hazards and to achieve climate-resilient urban development.

Our estimates should not be used for the design and planning of specific urban infrastructure since the spatio-
temporal downscaling of precipitation is still insufficient to capture the spatial variability of urban precipitation 
extremes. Rather, we provide evidence that the precipitation IDF curves could shift upward and thus increase the 
risk of failure for urban infrastructure under a warming climate. This finding is important because many previous 
studies of IDF curves either overlooked future changes in extreme precipitation or failed to represent the nonsta-
tionary behavior of extreme precipitation adequately under the present climate.
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Data Availability Statement
The MSWEP V2 precipitation product can be downloaded at http://www.gloh2o.org/mswep/. We acknowl-
edge the World Climate Research Program's Working Group on Coupled Modeling, which is responsible for 
CORDEX, and we thank the climate modeling groups for producing and making their model outputs available at 
https://esg-dn1.nsc.liu.se/projects/cordex/. The precipitation IDF curves averaged over 196 Chinese cities under 
past and future climates are freely accessible at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6409196. The urban boundaries 
of 196 Chinese cities are freely accessible at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6409606.
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